8 Chiefs Install Bermuda at Arrowhead
Four years ago, when George Toma passed on the job of Kansas City Chiefs head groundskeeper to Andre Bruce, the team had an artificial turf game field and natural grass practice fields. Arrowhead had always been carpet. But the impossible happened this summer in Kansas City and Bruce is nursing a young bermudagrass gridiron through its first NFL season.

14 Protecting Your Irrigation System From Winter’s Fury
Irrigation designer and consultant Lawrence Cammarata urges northern turf managers to blow out their systems with compressed air each fall. He provides tips on how to simplify the winterization process.

17 Restoring Power to Small Engines
The signs of impending engine failure are usually visible long before the failure occurs. If your mower has lost its zip, you might want to rebuild the engine rather than replace the mower. Dan Ingham guides you through the repair and rebuilding processes.

22 A Tale of Two Sports Complexes
The community of Dubuque, IA, is fortunate to have the special services of Wayne Klostermann. He is there for AYSO or the local university when a sports turf challenge arises.
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On The Cover:
Arrowhead Stadium displaying its new bermudagrass field. Photo courtesy: Lightfoot Photography, Kansas City, MO.